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By Soul-Controller

Upon hearing a knock on his front door, Henry
Cavanaugh quickly pushed himself out of his
recliner and rushed to answer it. As he made his
way up to the door and pulled it open, a wide smile
emerged on his rather stoic face for the first time in
weeks upon finding fellow Browns player Myles
Garrett standing on his doorstep.

“Hey bro, how are you doing?” the bulky hunk
inquired, his face stuck in a somewhat forced smile
while his voice tried his best to seem sorrowful.

Ever since Henry had swapped bodies and lives
with the real Johnny Stanton over a month ago after
a chance encounter at Comic-Con, the man had
grown used to this weird dichotomy of people
approaching him with caution. It was an absolutely
devastating blow to gain the body of one of his
favorite football players only for said player to end
up cut from the team, but the former teacher tried
his best to remain optimistic. His extensive

knowledge about the sport allowed him to recognize that his football journey wasn’t over
quite yet due to the possibilities of being traded to a new team, but alas that second
chance seemingly never came. So with each passing day, the new Johnny found
himself growing more and more depressed as he realized that this body and life was a
total bust.

Given how badly Henry wanted to have a career and life as an active football player,
Johnny’s incredible home and life, which included a rather sweet fiancée that he’d had
the pleasure of getting intimate with practically every night, paled in comparison to the
concept of being on the field. As such, the man secretly wished for the opportunity to
get a second choice of a body and life to take over.

With the man still in possession of the magical ring of desire that had granted Henry’s
desire of turning into Johnny Stanton though, it didn’t take long before the man realized
that he had the perfect way of getting a second chance. In fact, in the time since getting



Johnny’s body, Henry had learned some really useful information about the ring via a
completely accidental use of its mystical power.

It was after a special date night with his fiancée Maddie where Henry first learned of the
fact that he didn’t need to physically touch another individual to cause them to undergo
a transformation. This came about late into the night as Henry laid down in bed and put
the TV onto SportsCenter to see the latest football news while Maddie went to the
bathroom to take her makeup off. During a specific segment that was discussing TJ
Watt’s pec injury and how he was forced to sit out of the next six weeks of games,
Henry’s tired yet horny bisexual mind couldn’t help but stare at the photo used of hunky
player and mentally wish for a way to get up close to that body and admire it. At first he
thought it was just a simple thought in passing, but a brief look at the ring which was
now shimmering an orange color would have proven otherwise.

When Maddie finally exited the bathroom
and spoke, Henry’s attention was
immediately pulled away from the TV due
to the deep and masculine tone coming
out of her mouth. As he tilted his head
towards her, the man’s jaw dropped as a
spitting image of TJ Watt was standing in
front of him with a still-damp face from
Maddie taking her makeup off. Trying his
best to figure out what was going on,
Henry quickly learned that the woman
thought nothing was amiss and that she
had always had a male body as she
sauntered up to him laying shirtless in the
bed and asked if he was in the mood to
fool around.

With his fantasies on the verge of coming true, it wasn’t much of a surprise that Henry
agreed to the proposition and pulled his hunky fiancée into the bed. Upon tearing
Maddie’s clothes off (which had shifted from a silk nightgown to a black fitness shirt and
pair of compression shorts), Henry proceeded to hastily put a condom on before going
to town on the hunk’s firm ass. Throughout the entire endevor, Maddie believed nothing
was amiss about both the bulging cock that was bouncing with each thrust from Henry
along with the fact that her ass was being fucked rather than her pussy.



Upon finishing and reaching climax, the couple quickly cleaned up and decided to head
to bed. Once Maddie was asleep though, Henry slowly lifted his hand and stared
intensely at the ring. Trying his best to think about Maddie turning back to normal, it was
the repetition of the thought “I desire to have Maddie turned back to her normal self,”
that finally caused the sleeping woman’s muscular physique to return to the slim and
feminine form she usually had.

Now with the knowledge that he didn’t require physical contact to cause a wish but
rather all he needed to do was think about what he desired, Henry grew relieved to
know that he no longer had to create some elaborate plan that forced the subject of his
choice to bump his fist. Despite knowing that he could essentially cause transformations
to occur from afar though, the man still had a desire to interact with his intended body
swap victim. Not only did Henry want to actually be able to witness his own
transformation occur to himself, but he also thought it was rather hot to interact with the
brand new Johnny Stanton once the transformation was over as it would prove that he
got away with the swap scot-free!

Due to this desire to physically meet with the person he would soon take over along with
wanting to remain settled in one place for a bit longer after falling in love with Cleveland,
Henry found himself localizing his search to other members of the Browns. Yet despite
having a roster of undeniable hunks, Henry found himself feeling rather mischievous to
the point where he wanted to undergo the ultimate betrayal by tricking someone who
was relatively close to Johnny. As such, the man’s search quickly narrowed down
between two of Johnny’s closest friends - Myles Garrett and Wyatt Teller.

Both men had rather appealing bodies,
with the major difference between them
being their physiques. While Myles was a
man who had an intimidatingly muscular
physique,  Wyatt’s body was intimidating
but in a different way. Rather than being
incredibly swole with muscle, the man’s
physique was rather intimidating due to his
6’4” stature and over-300 pound flabbier
and wider physique. Despite being drawn
to both of their bodies though, Henry’s
mind was quick to narrow down his
selection to Myles for his new life. Given
how Johnny was a fairly bulky guy as well,
the former teacher couldn’t help but find



that Wyatt was a bit too similar to make a notable transformation. Plus as an added
bonus, there was an element of intrigue that emerged in Henry’s mind when thinking
about the concept of undergoing a racial change given Myles’ identity as an
African-American man. It wasn’t something he had ever really considered before, yet
with that seed of a thought firmly planted in his mind, it began to grow more and more
obvious why Myles Garrett would be the perfect new life for Henry Cavanaugh.

Now with his mind made, all it took for the new Johnny Stanton to get his wish was a
quick call to Myles asking him to come over to discuss their upcoming DnD meeting.
Given the muscular hunk’s intense love for both Dungeons and Dragons and his friends,
it only took a few minutes before Myles had arrived on Johnny’s doorstep. Upon being
let in by who he believed to be his now out-of-work friend, Myles kept his light smile
affixed to his face as he made his way past Johnny and towards the living room.

Upon the duo taking their seats in some of the recliners in Johnny’s living room, Henry
decided to have a light chat with the hunky man. Given the fact that he was just about to
steal Myles’ life right up from under him, he felt that some small talk was the least he
could do! So for the next several minutes, Henry cheerfully asked how Myles was doing
in both his private and professional life. Upon answering, Myles found himself quickly
biting his tongue as he instinctively asked the same questions. It was obvious his
professional life wasn’t doing too hot given Johnny’s current status as an unemployed
man! Luckily though, Henry wasn’t too upset by the question, trying his best to frame
the experience as something positive by discussing the newfound free time he had as
he hoped that same sort of mentality could transfer over to the new Johnny Stanton
after the swap occurred.

Moving past that initial awkwardness, Henry quickly took control of the conversation as
he slyly asked Myles some questions that would help Henry adapt better to his new life.
Upon doing this brief Q&A session, the man’s inquiries revealed that Myles was still
single and having a really solid rapport with the Browns players still (especially with
Wyatt). Now up-to-date with Myles’ life and relationships, Henry found himself growing
incredibly eager to get this swap underway so he could head out and explore every
facet of Myles’ life.

“Hey there bro,” Henry began, his voice remaining incredibly light and cheerful to make
sure that Myles remained blissfully unaware of what was about to occur. “I’m going to
head to the bathroom real quick. Once I’m back, I look forward to discussing our
upcoming DnD match” he continued, flashing a wide smile as he sat up from his chair
and finally began to make his way out of the room and down the hallway.



Once he entered the bathroom and flicked on
the light, Henry found himself looking into the
mirror in front of him and taking a moment to
mourn the impending loss of Johnny’s body.
Pulling off his shirt and dropping his shorts, the
man took a moment to admire his bulky
physique once last time by feeling up his hefty
pecs and running his hands along the slightly
pudgy torso he possessed. After giving himself
a few more flexes in the mirror and feeling up
his biceps, Henry finally decided that it was
time to move on.

The man then tilted his head down, taking a
moment to use one hand to twist the ring
around his ring finger a few times before finally
beginning to think about his wish. “I desire Myles Garrett’s body and the real Myles
desires Johnny Stanton’s body, I desire Myles Garrett’s body and the real Myles desires
Johnny Stanton’s body,” he continued to repeat within his head, waiting eagerly for the
ring to jump into action. Luckily, it didn’t take long before a slight tingle emerged
throughout his body and indicated that the changes were about to begin for both men.
Eager to witness all of the changes happen to him first hand then, Henry quickly lifted
his head up and stared intensely into the mirror.

Immediately, Henry could feel a strange sensation of tightness beginning to target his
lower torso. As this sensation began to grow more intense, his eyes remained trained
on his body and watched as the area was suddenly losing the bulky flab that filled his
physique out. With this observation in mind, the man couldn’t help but chuckle as he
realized he was going through his own magical version of liposuction as he went from a
flabby stomach to one that was impressively taut.

With this first area of his transformation seemingly out of the way, the magic began to
suddenly manifest in several areas all at once as it pulled away any unnecessary bulk
that would be ill-fitting on Myles’ hunky body. As such, Henry watched in awe as he
watched his body slim down profusely until he was almost completely composed of
muscle. Given the fact that Johnny’s physique had seemingly always been an even split
between muscle and flabby bulk, Henry found itself quite interesting to see this alternate
physique for Johnny if he had been more focused on taking a gym regime and dieting
seriously rather than purposely keeping the bulk to do his job effectively on the field.



While this was certainly an interesting observation to witness occur for him, the next
change that affected his body was one that surely left Henry in complete disbelief. At
first, it started with the man’s chest as he began to notice a deep tan localizing in on his
rather pink nipples. Although he expected other elements of the transformation to occur
first, Henry witnessing his nipples continue to deepen in shade until they were a deep
and dark brown shade provided the fact that the racial change aspect was up next.
Given how ill-fitting the two nipples (which quite honestly resembled chocolate chips
adoring the man’s sizable pancake-shaped pecs) were on his body, Henry found himself
oddly relieved watching as the color from the nipples continued to spread throughout
the rest of his body. Looking at his hand as the rich color dripped downwards and
invaded his milky-colored skin, the man was in complete shock seeing just how
significant the changes were as his limbs and chest were now those of an
African-American man.

While this change continued to focus on traveling down the rest of his body, the magic
of the ring began to further alter the man’s physique as muscle growth began to fill up
his physique to make up for the loss of Johnny’s bulky flab. His shoulders gained a
more boulder-like shape just as his biceps and forearms continued to swell with
additional strength. Additionally, Henry’s limbs also began to undergo some small yet

necessary changes to turn himself into the
complete and authentic version of Myles.
While he gained the same calluses on his
hands and scars along his forearms and
upper arms, the biggest and most significant
change came in the form of the man’s
fingerprints slowly altering until they were a
perfect match to Myles Garrett. On top of
this, the man’s chest grew more prominent
as well, giving himself a nice pectoral shelf
that would surely fill out any shirt he desired
to wear regardless of size. Continuing to
stare at his reflection, Henry couldn’t help
but smirk as he groped at his impressively
prominent chest and squeezed the thick
biceps he now possessed.

His attention soon directed to his lower torso though as the newly-browned skin began
to lose its tautness and replace it with something much more interesting. One-by-one,
Henry witnessed a strong and well-defined six pack of abdominal muscles pop into
place. Running his fingers along the washboard abs he now had, the man smirked



thinking about just how much of a heartthrob he was becoming. With a body like this, he
was going to both dominate on the field and in the bars when it came time to find a
person to come home with him!

From beneath the man’s shorts, Henry wasn’t able to witness the way his skin color
continued to change and lead to more impressive changes such as the wide set of
muscular thighs, diamond-shaped calves, and wider and longer feet he now had. The
only area that he was able to feel a change in was his rear end as he gained Myles’
impressive glutes that lead to a firm and prominent ass that strained against the elastic
waistband of his shorts.

At this point, the man was completely African American from his shoulders down to his
toes. This extreme oddity of Johnny’s Caucasian head and face was soon remedied
though as Henry watched as the brown complexion began to spread further up his neck
and onto his face. After his darkening skin caused his traps to grow larger and more
prominent along with the increased widening of his neck, the magic went to work
altering his visage. Moving from the bottom to the top, Henry watched in amusement as
Johnny’s more rectangular head shape altered to become much more rounded and
“normal-looking” as his prominent and pointed chin pulled in closer to his skull to give
Henry Myles’ perfect head shape.

Continuing up past the jawline and chin, Henry watched with a wide smile as his lips
inflated to become a bit plumper along with his cheeks while his ears shrunk a bit. By far
the most noticeable change came to his nose though, as Johnny’s wide bridge shrunk in
significantly. Despite this alteration, the end of Henry’s nose remained quite sizable as it
grew more rounded rather than pointed and
widened alongside his nostrils.

Moving further up his head, Henry watched as
his eye color darkened to a brown shade and his
thin eyebrows quickly thickened and darkened to
a black shade rather than the light blonde that
they once were. With the man’s visage
completely altered to match Myles’, only Henry’s
hair and scalp were the last vestiges of his
previous life as Johnny Stanton. While his short
brown hair had each follicle beginning to tightly
curl and deepen into a dark black shade, the
man’s head shape further altered as if a magical
weight was pressing on the top of his head and



causing his hairline to move downwards to take up more of the free real estate available
on his forehead.

Taking a moment to look into the mirror once these changes finished, Henry found
himself instantly smiling and saying “Oh shit” as he saw Myles Garrett standing in front
of him. Continuing to talk, the man’s smile turned into a sly grin as he felt his throat and
heard Myles’ hunky voice now perfectly speaking what he was saying. It was absolutely
unbelievable for Henry to think about how not even 5 minutes prior he had been a bulky
white man. Looking down towards his wider and darker hands, Henry gave an
appreciative nod towards the small and simple ring that was still wrapped around his
finger and responsible for what it had done to him.

Despite this seemingly being the end of the transformation though, Henry found that this
wasn’t the case as a tingling throughout his body emerged to further alter his chest,
armpits, crotch, and legs. All at once, the body hair that was flat and rather smooth to
the touch began to alter in terms of its composition and feeling, growing more curled
and wiry to match the man’s new ethnicity. After the man grew a rather sizable bush that
a quick look at beneath the waistband of his shorts revealed easily helped conceal his
manhood, Henry could suddenly feel an itchy sensation emerging along his upper lip
and chin. Moving his head back up to the mirror, the man saw that his face now had

some prominent facial hair that perfectly matched
Myles’. One final change occurred to complete his
transformation into Myles Garrett as Henry’s hair
continued to grow out and magically get styled into the
same type of microlocs that Myles had been sporting.

Now with his transformation into Myles Garrett
complete, Henry was quite overjoyed to know that he
could both play football again and have an equally
hunky body while doing it! Henry loved having Johnny’s
body and its bulky bruteness, but despite that he was
quite eager to experience life with Myles’ incredibly
muscular body. Humanity was rather vain, so the man
viewed his new body as a perfect blessing as it would
surely help him score countless sexual partners that
would love to do nothing more than worship his
gorgeous body and beg for his cock.

Watching as his lips pulled apart and gave way to a
bright white smile, Henry quickly pulled his shirt on



before preparing to make his leave. As he began to make a few steps towards the door,
a weight in one shorts pocket and a jingle in another caused the hunk to stop. After
checking, Henry smirked to find himself in possession of Myles’ car keys and his wallet.
Thank goodness that the magic is this thorough, it would have been an awkward
conversation to ask the new Johnny for my wallet and keys, he thought to himself with a
chuckle as he finally exited the room. Upon heading to see his newly unemployed
friend, the brand new Myles Garrett made a little bit of small talk by discussing how
excited he was for their upcoming DnD match before exiting his former apartment and
starting his brand new life!


